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Fe a t u r e

It’s the largest property crime in US his-
tory :  the  three-decade-old  thef t  o f
Rembrandt and Vermeer masterpieces

from a Boston museum by thieves disguised
as police officers in the dead of night. But
as the clock ticked toward midnight on New
Year’s Eve, one detective sat patiently by
the telephone and computer screen: could
the next call or email finally lead to their
recovery and the payout of a $10 million
reward? “It’s hard to be confident. I’m very
hopeful,” said Anthony Amore, director of
security at the Isabella Stewart Gardner
Museum, who worked prev ious ly  for
Homeland Security and likens his role to
that of a private detective.

“One hundred percent of our focus is fol-
lowing up on leads we have received.” In
May, the museum temporarily doubled to $10
million a long-standing reward for informa-
tion leading to the recovery of all 13 works in
good condition, hoping that a deadline of
midnight on December 31, 2017 would con-
centrate minds. It is, in the words of the
museum, the “biggest private reward ever
offered” for stolen property, and backed by
the institution and its board of directors.

In the final countdown to the deadline, US
press attention sparked an uptick in calls.
“Attention is really snowballing,” Amore told
AFP. “A lot of calls and emails have been
coming in.” In perhaps the world’s biggest
unsolved art theft, the thieves walked into
the museum in the early hours of March 18,
1990 and stole 13 works of art in 81 minutes,
after handcuffing and tying up two security
guards in  the basement . The stolen art
includes three Rembrandts, a Vermeer, and
five sketches and watercolors by Degas,
together estimated to be worth more than
half a billion dollars.

‘What’s time off?’ 
Last month’s record-breaking auction of

Leonardo da Vinci’s “Salvator Mundi” for
$450 million in New York has probably made
the missing masterpieces only more valuable.
Investigators worked tirelessly, but the art-
work has never been recovered. Isabella
Stewart Gardner, the wealthy collector who
endowed the museum, stipulated in her will
that nothing should be changed. To that end,
the empty frames of the pilfered art still hang
in the same spots. In March 2013, the FBI
identified the thieves publicly as a criminal
organization based in the mid-Atlantic states
and New England. But the statute of limita-
tions ran out in 1995, meaning they can no
longer be prosecuted.

The FBI in Boston urges anyone with infor-
mation to come forward as soon as possible.
“The investigation has had many twists and
turns, promising leads and dead ends,”

spokesperson Kristen Setera said in a state-
ment. “The investigation has led to Europe and
Asia. There is no part of the world the FBI has
not scoured following up on credible leads.” As
millions of Americans took time off over the
holiday season, Amore stayed wedded to the
job in hand. “What’s time off?” he quipped.
“We have paintings to find.” But do rewards
even work? Have the paintings not been dam-
aged in the intervening years?   

‘Incentive’ 
“In my experience they do work, and this

$10 million reward is certainly a significant
incentive for anyone with even an inkling of the
whereabouts of the pictures to come forward,”
says Christopher Marinello, a world expert in
recovering stolen art. “I still believe, and many
people believe these will resurface one day,” he
told AFP.  If experts were to hazard a guess,
they would say the art is still in the wider
Boston area. Stashed in the attic, hidden in the
basement or shoved under a bed.  “You can’t
hang it on the wall,” said Amore. 

“They are the true definition of priceless-
ness,” he added. “They can never be sold or
moved.” While anyone found in possession
could still be prosecuted for criminal liability,
prosecutors have previously touted potential
immunity as bait. “Our focus is not on prosecu-
tion. It’s totally on recovery,” said Amore.  But
while the reward led to calls, he is tight-lipped
on the potential significance of any leads. Only
“a few of them,” he said, had been “very valu-
able.” And while the $10 million reward official-
ly reverts to $5 million on January 1, Amore
refused to be drawn on whether it could be
extended. “I’m really not thinking about post-
deadline,” he said. —AFP

Edouard Manet’s painting “Chez Tortoni” (top) is seen near an empty
frame at the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum in Boston,
Massachuset. — AFP photos

This handout image released by Boston’s Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum shows
“Leaving the Paddock”, a painting by artist Edgar Degas.

A painting is seen at the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum.

Anthony Amore, the director of security at the
Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, stands
inside of the courtyard.

An empty frame at the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum. People walk past the exterior of the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum.
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She may have returned to publishing fiction after a
two decade hiatus, but Indian writer Arundhati Roy
says she has no plans to sheath her polemical sword

anytime soon in a world where the vulnerable are still
being “smashed”. Sitting in a cafe in the bowels of Old
Delhi’s labyrinthine streets on a chilly winter’s afternoon,
the 56-year-old still simmers with the kind of fiery politi-
cal rhetoric that has made her one of her homeland’s
harshest modern day critics.

“I would find it very hard to live with myself in this
country if I didn’t talk about what was going on,” she
says. “Not only in India but all over the world, an eco-
nomic system is being created that is driving people
apart,” she adds. “I’m writing about how this system is
actually smashing up the vulnerable in this country.” Roy
has spent much of the year publicizing her new novel-
”The Ministry of Utmost Happiness”-a sprawling and
lavish tale published in June. But inevitably conversations
stray onto the kind of political issues she is now equally
well known for: Kashmir, Maoist insurgents, environmen-
tal activism and the rising communal tensions in modern
day India. The novelist and the polemicist is a duality she
has worn for twenty years and she’s not going to stop
now. The new book’s dedication after all reads: “To, The
Unconsoled.” 

Fame and acclaim 
After years of struggling to find her voice, penning

television and movie screenplays in Mumbai, the daugh-
ter of a Syrian Christian from Kerala and a Hindu Bengali
burst onto the scene in 1997 with her debut novel “The
God of Small Things”. The story of twins Rahel and Estha
and their traumatic childhood in Kerala was a publishing
sensation, selling more than six million copies worldwide,
scooping up the Booker Prize and turning Roy somewhat
uncomfortably into a darling of the global literary set.

Many favorably compared her at the time to South Asia
heavyweight writers like Salman Rushdie and Vikram
Seth. But those hoping for a swift series of fiction follow
ups were disappointed.

Instead she turned herself into something resembling
India’s moral conscience, churning out essays on a broad
range of topics that riled the country’s elite and-when it
came to her harsh criticism of India’s treatment of
Kashmir-even earned her a sedition charge. “I get into so
much trouble so many times and I keep promising myself

I won’t write another (essay),” she explains. “But it comes
from a place where just keeping quiet just doesn’t seem
to be an option.” Her essays, she says, are written with a
“kind of pacy restlessness”.

But the new novel afforded her an opportunity to
write more cautiously and slowly. “When I write fiction
I’m the exact opposite. I’m just completely relaxed, com-
pletely take my time.” Started some ten years ago, “The
Ministry of Utmost Happiness” absorbs many of the left-
ist political subjects she has written about, forming “part
of the foundation” of the book. Among the vast cast are
Maoist guerrillas and Hindu nationalist mobs, a transgen-
der community struggling against poverty and prejudice
in Old Delhi and a love story set against the backdrop of
the Kashmir’s long-simmering insurgency.

‘Constructed chaos’ 
Compared to her widely acclaimed debut, the reviews

for her belated follow-up are more mixed, with some
saying the work is long and chaotic. It is a criticism Roy
partially accepts, but brushes off. “I know a lot of people
describe it as chaos, but that chaos is constructed,” she
explains. She expects her readers to spend time explor-
ing the new book. “It’s looking at the story as though it’s
a big city like Delhi,” she says. “You can’t really just read
‘The Ministry of Utmost Happiness’, you have to get to
know it, like you get to know a city: walk through big
roads, small roads, courtyards, barren places.”

Politics comes fairly easily to Roy, but fiction less so.
“It took me a lot of time to recover from ‘The God of
Small Things’,” she admits. “Not just because of the
worldly success, but to write something that I dredged
up from some place that was quite deep.” It is unlikely
she will shelve her polemical pen anytime soon.  Roy says
under the stewardship of Hindu nationalist prime minister
Narendra Modi, India is at its most polarized place in
years. 

She reels off a list of ills, from protesters recently
blinded by police shotgun pellets in Kashmir, to the
ongoing prejudice against India’s “untouchable” castes
and rising fundamentalism. “There are mobs running
around wanting to burn down cinema halls, there are
mobs of huge mustachioed men celebrating sati,” she
fumes, referencing the historical but extinct tradition
where a widow would throw herself onto her husband’s
funeral pyre.

Critics of Roy’s essays say they can be hysterical and
narcissistic. But Roy is unrepentant, seeing herself as a
much needed canary in the coal mine. “It can’t go on like
this,” she warns. “Something will arise either out of com-
plete destruction or some kind of revolution. But it can’t
go on like this.”— AFP

Arundhati Roy: The literary canary in India’s coalmine
‘Something will arise either out of destruction or of revolution’
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Photo shows Indian author Arundhati Roy during an
interview with AFP in New Delhi. — AFP


